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Drag and drop not working virtualbox linux

My host is a 64-bit Windows 7-bit where my VirtualBox runs 32-bit Windows 7. I've installed guest services and i've enabled drag and drop in the settings &gt; general &gt; in advance to the two-way. I can copy/paste a text file between the host and the virtual box and copy/paste or pull/drop does not work. I've tried one of the solution here
by Sam there (kill VBoxTray.exe) but it didn't work. I see other topics like this but there is no answer. Processing drags and drop-overs across various hosts and guests os combinations is a difficult and timesensitive topic. To diagnose your problem more we need to run your VirtualBox installation with many modifications being made.
Modifications affect the host operating system as well as the guest you want to use in this drag-and-drop process. Note: Drag and Drop only support is available for 5.0 VirtualBox and the latest. Older versions of VirtualBox only had experimental support and are therefore not supported. Second note: Guest VirtualBox extensions need to
be installed in order to perform drags and drop-to-the-host withdrawals. Without guest additions drag and drop will not work! Third note: Drag and drop is disabled by default on newly created VMs. To enable drag and drop support, go to the list of devices in the virtual machine, open drag and drop and select the appropriate mode you
want to use. Please also be aware that Drag and Drop (DnD) support is currently only available for the official virtualbox manager interface. If you don't use other fronts (such as VBoxHeadless or VBoxSDL) then this guide won't work for you. As always when it comes to diagnosing problems with the appropriate VirtualBox VBox.log it is
useful to have. To collect more lengthy information about the actual drop withdrawal, please do the following: Turn off all VM instances and VirtualBox software including VBoxSVC. Turn up virtualbox from the command line with the VBOX_RELEASE_LOG environment variable = guest_dnd.e.l.l2.l3.f set (see description of the recording
facility for more background). On Windows you can use setx VBOX_RELEASE_LOG guest_dnd.e.l.l2.l2.f/M on the administrator command prompt to set this wide-ranging system (required). On POSIX enabled systems such as Linux, Unix or OS X you can add the following to file/etc/profile: export VBOX_RELEASE_LOG =
guest_dnd.e.l2.l3.f restart host. Start managing VirtualBox and start vm that you want to diagnose todrag and drop. The resulting VBox .log of VM that you have reproduced the drag-and-drop issue must now contain a lot of registration statements that start with DnD: &lt;More logging= comes= here=&gt; this is all it takes to collect drag and
drop correction information from the host. Sometimes, however, the error does not occur on the host but on the running guest itself. So for diagnosis please read the following section. Collect swtraction and drop correction information &lt;/More&gt;The guest is like collecting it on the host. So also at the system level the environment
variables need to be set on the guest (not on the host!). For Blinken, BSD or Solaris guests, do the following: Make sure you have at least guest 5.0 extras or higher virtualbox installed. As roots, open the file/usr/bin/VBoxClient-all and change the line /usr/bin/VBoxClient -drag and drop to VBOX_RELEASE_LOG_DEST=file=/tmp/VBox.log
VBOX_RELEASE_LOG_FLAGS=VBOX_RELEASE_LOG all.l.l.l2.l2.f/usr/bin/VBox Client-draganddrop save file /usr/bin/VBoxClient all do the same editing as above with file/etc/X11/Xsession.d/98vboxadd-xclient save file/etc/X11/Xsession.d/98vboxadd-xclient guest restart. Perform and reproduce the wrong drag and drop (from host to
guest to host). The resulting log file in /tmp/VBoxClient.log the guest drop problem must now contain a lot of login statements that start with DnD: &lt;More logging = here=for Windows Guests, make sure you have at least Guest 5.0 or the highest installation in VirtualBox Guest. Create a C:\Temp directory on the guest if it does not exist
yet. Open prompt command line as administrator and execution: setx VBOXTRAY_RELEASE_LOG_FLAGS tid thread time/M setx VBOXTRAY_RELEASE_LOG guest_dnd.e.l.l.l2.l3.f/M setx VBOXTRAY_RELEASE_LOG_DEST file = C:\Temp\VBoxTray.log/M guest reboot. Perform and reproduce the wrong drag and drop (from host to
guest to host). The resulting log file in C:\Temp\VBoxTray.log must contain guest drop issue on many registration statements that start with DnD: &lt;More logging = comes= here=&gt;Resolve the problem answering a question that does not setthe command on the Windows guest or host. What to do? Older Windows operating systems
(such as Windows XP) are not available on setx commands. You have to install Windows XP support tools first: download OK, all that! Now what? Please collect VBox.log from the host and guest (either VBoxClient.log or VBoxTray.log, depending on the guest you are playing), and pack those (ZIP, RAR) in the archive and submit this
archive as part of a new report on errors in tracking general errors. In short, provide these records: Host: VBox.log Windows Guests: C:\Temp\VBoxTray.log Linux /Unix Guests: / Tmp / VBoxClient.log Note: Without host and guest records we can not diagnose your problem, so please make sure to always attach those. Thank you. Page 2
Timestamp: 08/12/2015 04:18:20 PM (5 years ago) Author: Pentagonik Comment: Windows Fixed Environment Variables. Unmodified removed v14 v15 7575 * Open prompt command line as administrator and execution: 7676{{77 setx VBOX_RELEASE_LOG_FLAGS thread time / M 78 setx VBOX_VBOXTRAY_RELEASE_LOG
guest_dnd. e.l.l2.l2.l3.f/M 79 setx VBOX_RELEASE_LOG_DEST file = C:\Temp\VBoxTray.log / M 77setx VBOXTRAY_RELEASE_LOG_FLAGS thread time / M 78setx VBOXTRAY_RELEASE_LOG &lt;/More&gt;&lt;&gt;/M 79setx VBOXTRAY_RELEASE_LOG_DEST file = C:\Temp\VBoxTray.log /M 8080}} 8181* Guest reboot. Last
updated on July 8, 2020 at 10:11 a.m. by David Webb. VirtualBox is a free hypervisor for x86 pcs developed by Oracle. By default, the drag-and-drop feature between the host and the guest is not enabled. However, you can easily activate it. Activate the Drag and Drop feature in VirtualBox Open VirtualBox, select guest OS &gt; Settings:
Go to General &gt; Advanced. Click on the drag and drop menu, and make your choice between disabled, host to guest, guest to host, and bidirectional: Photo: Unsplash ask a question this document, entitled « How to Enable Drag and Drop Support in VirtualBox», available under creative commons license. Any copy, reuse, or
modification of the content should be sufficiently added to the CCM (ccm.net). Next is how to recover deleted files with PhotoRec I use VirtualBox 4.3.20 with Ubuntu 14.01 photo. The operating system host is Windows 8.1. Drop'n two-way drop'n used to work before but now will not yet upgrade to these versions of previous versions. What
can I do to solve the problem? I am not able to drag and drop the file from oracle virtual box to Windows 8.1 (host) nor from Windows to virtualbox operating system (guest). I have tried to uninstall and reinstall guest extensions but the problem still exists. Please tell me what to do. 0 Merges question from debojitacharya: Drag and Drop
does not work - Oracle VirtualBox I am not able to drag and drop the file from oracle virtual box to Windows 8.1 (host) nor from Windows to virtualbox operating system (guest). I have tried to uninstall and reinstall guest extensions but the problem still exists. Please tell me what to do. After doing what Gabor suggested (which is required), I
noticed that when you pull an item from the operating system one to the other, it is better to give it a second before dropping the item. You must get a cursor that contains a + sign and a copy word before you let it go. Otherwise it would be all sorts of distress. You should also make sure that you have the item on your local drive and not a
network drive. Finally, once the drag/drop fails, it looks like it won't work again until you restart. Just some tips after doing what Gabor suggested (which is required), I noticed that when you pull an item from the operating system one to the other, it is better to give it a second before dropping the item. You must get a cursor that contains a
+ sign and a copy word before you let it go. Otherwise it would be all sorts of distress. You should also make sure that you have the item on your local drive and not a network drive. Finally, once the drag/drop fails, it looks like it won't work again until you restart. Just some tips I tried to settings but I'm only able to pull from guest to host
but not from host to guest. Why is that? 0 merges question from debojitacharya: ------------------------ Oracle virtual n-drop cloud box does not work I am not able to drag and drop the file from oracle virtual box to Windows 8.1 (host) nor from Windows to virtualbox operating system (guest). I have tried to uninstall and reinstall guest
extensions but the problem still exists. Please tell me what to do. MERGED QUESTION QUESTION FROM DEBOJITACHARYA: Drag and Drop feature does not work on Oracle Virtual BOX! I am not able to drag and drop the file from oracle virtual box to Windows 8.1 (host) nor from Windows to virtualbox operating system (guest). I
have tried to uninstall and reinstall guest extensions but the problem still exists. Please tell me what to do. Merges question from debojitacharya: ★★★★★ Oracle Virtual Cloud Box -N-Drop does not work ★★★★★ I am not able to drag and drop a file from oracle virtual box to Windows 8.1 (host) nor from Windows to virtualbox operating
system (guest). I have tried to uninstall and reinstall guest extensions but the problem still exists. Please tell me what to do. 0 Stop creating threads asks the exact same question. One enough Wolfshadw Admin 0 stop creating threads asking the exact same question. One wolfshadw admin enough I even tried to drag the file to the
desktop OS guest and hold for a few seconds before releasing it but I get the same problem. I also get an error now while pulling files from the guest operating system to host the operating system and you can see the screen log on the YouTube link page 2 Hi I have this problem with games. Like every game apart from the really old ones.
After a few hours they crash. The crash message (if you even get one) doesn't get me anywhere. I run Intel Core i5-4690K- Nvidia GTX 960-16gb RAM - Windows 10 The only thing that comes is heat. Yes the CPU is hot when it crashes. But when I look at the readings. Non-ingredients get over 50c. So it can't be it. So I turned on my
hardest fan with the MSI fireplace. This didn't do anything to update my video card driver, except for some nothing needed 3D things that Nvidia brings along. Play games while correcting mode. None of that worked. If anyone had any solutions for this I would be very grateful. Chris 0 First please provide us with the messages that come
when your crash games can make a big difference. Do you use stock or AM cooler? Has verlocklocking been any of the ingredients? When the game is about to crash do the frames start dropping or do you play intermittently? I would run S.M.A.R.T hard drive scan and use some other software such as hard drive scan and HDD tune to
check for any errors or sectors/defective blocks. I would also recommend that you run memtest86 for 6+ hours and check if it gives you any errors. It can also be your operating system. When I had upgraded to Windows 10 my games had crashed quite a bit as well until I ran a Windows update and everything returned to normal. Try re-sit
ing your GPU in a different PCIE slot and check if the problem is still there. Also Take the graphics card and try to play games on your integrated GPU and see if the games are still crashing. Maybe reseat your CPU as well as ofc reapply your heat paste. Depending on the thermal paste that you are using can get dry during years of
computer use which can cause an increase in temperature. I know this probably won't solve your problem but you can also try to defragmentation your hard drives. Worth a shot you can also just format the drive and reinstall your operating system and see if it works. Let me know if any of these tips worked. 0 Each game requires any kind
of graphical detail will crash within 2-5 hours. Having crashed once, it will crash every 10 minutes if you continue to play. I'm not sure what you mean with cooler. I've collected the parts (make your computer a game) in this one: (530 watts) I never kicked any of the components. The games work perfectly well and i'm booming in the
desktop or bluescreen. Do not drop the frame or anything. I actually did upgrade to Windows 10. I had an empty desktop where I installed Windows 10. Updates go automatically. So it shouldn't be. I'll try some things u mentioned over the weekend when I have more time. Tx for your wnser. Hopefully my feedback gives u anything to go
on. 0 last 2 games I've been playing just quit to the desktop. Without any message at all. unable to remember those before. I certainly looked at them at the time. But it did not give any solution. The messages were different for each game. 0 last 2 games I've been playing just quit to the desktop. Without any message at all. unable to
remember those before. I certainly looked at them at the time. But it did not give any solution. The messages were different for each game. Crash reports can reach the problem you are facing now so I would suggest taking a screenshot or writing it somehow. I know that these crash reports can be useless in this case but in some cases it
can be a big part of knowing what's wrong with your computer. When did the game start to crash? Was it always like this? Also try taking out all of the RAM sticks and put them in a different slot but make sure you seat them in the right ones. If you built your own computer make sure that all the cables are sitting and connected properly,
and that nothing hangs loose. Maybe even try to reset cmos and see if that solves the problem but I doubt it. Also please tell us the full specifications of the computer including the motherboard you are currently using. If you have any other PSU that you can test your build on it will be great. Make sure that PSU will meet the needs of
computers. 0 When I first got this office I played my 'old' games. Because the last desktop was not able to run a great drawing game fluently. So I noticed this later when I got some bigger games. It was annoying and. Some time before I crashed so I didn't really look beyond looking for the error code. But now I'm playing wich games ask
ing more power. The result is not in a previous shutdown. So far it's a really annoying/troublesome problem. I just chose parts, I asked the computer store if everything was good. And they built it up i'm still a little hesitant in the mess with the hardware. Im not total noob, I know what you're talking about, but away from pro. These are my
specs: Hamburg W0392RE, 530 watts voeding 1 • DRW-24F1MT, DVD-brander (fireplace) 1 • Premier Pro SP900, 256 GB SSD 1 • 16 GB DDR3-1600 Kit, Werkgeheugen (memory) 1 • Core i5-4690K, 3,5 GHz (3,9 GHz turbo boost) socket 1150 processor 1 • DT01ACAxxx, 3TB Hardy schijf (Harddisk) 1 • Blue, 3 TB Hardy Schijf (hard
drive) 1 • GTX 960 GAMING 4G, Grafische kaart (graphical card) 1 • H81M-VG4 R2.0, socket 1150 moederbord (motherboard) 1 0 when I got this first desktop Played my 'old' games. Because the last desktop was not able to run a great drawing game fluently. So I noticed this later when I got some bigger games. It was annoying and it
took some time before it crashed so I didn't really look beyond looking for the error code. But now I'm playing wich games ask ing more power. The result is not in a previous shutdown. So far it's a really annoying/troublesome problem. I just chose parts, I asked the computer store if everything was good. And they built it up i'm still a little
hesitant in the mess with the hardware. Im not total noob, I know what you're talking about, but away from pro. These are my specs: Hamburg W0392RE, 530 watts voeding 1 • DRW-24F1MT, DVD-brander (fireplace) 1 • Premier Pro SP900, 256 GB SSD 1 • 16 GB DDR3-16 00 Kit, Werkgeheugen (Memory) 1 • Core i5-4690K, 3.5 GHz
(3.9 GHz Turbo Boost) Socket 1150 Processor 1 • DT01ACAxxx, 3 TB Hardy Schijf (Harddisk) 1 • Blue, 3 TB Hardy schijf (hard disk) 1 • GTX 9 60 GAMING 4G, Grafische kaart (graphical card) 1 • H81M-VG4 R2.0, socket 1150 moederbord (motherboard) 1 wait until you say when you play highly demanding games the computer closes
on its own? This could refer to PSU. If any of your friends can lend you PSU with solid W try to replace your current one and see if your games are still crashing or if your computer will still shut down on its own. Be sure to do the things you mentioned in the first and second reply though. 0 will be turned off to the desktop. I looked it up, if it
could be my PSU. But I read that even 400W should be enough. Or is this a mistake? I lowered the settings on Mafia 3 Ich Im play now. It didn't break. But this bothers me if you put in the top settings you will play fluently. It doesn't seem like anything that my computer shouldn't be able to handle. My last computer will just lag like crazy or
even not download the game if it's great to deal with. Page 3 Ok I discovered my GCH game loses FPS because of update.and wondering if I can remove it so tho says I've been installing it for more than 10 days.i too From my une will not add video because this 0 do not think you can uninstall an update. 0 Just look at what came in each
update, maybe there is an official change. Then you can probably find a specific reason and deal with it. Page 4 Hi I've been trying for some time now to find a solution to this problem but it won't work. I have a second pc I decided to build to be my computer entertainment, movies, TV shows, music etc. on it, i used parts of the old
computer. As for the specifications that come to mind now is the motherboard, the Sus Mexicos IV, the two pirate revenge 4GB rams and 4 hard drives WD 1TB and one WD 2TB hard drive. I tried to install Windows 10 64 bit Pro from a USB drive, the first few attempts only 3 hard drives appeared in the installer, one was 900 something
GB then I had one that said that it was 7TB and 2 that was 4TB, this kind of me stood the reason not only I have more than 3 hard drives but also it is not great in terms of storage space. I could not install anything because two huge hard drives refused to be configured or deleted, I kept getting wrong, instead I figured I would install
Windows on the 1TB hard drive that was there, I was successful in 'delete' so I could install Windows but I got wrong saying it was not in GPT format, I searched on Google and found a post here in Tom devices about having to cut all other hard drives in to install Windows, I tried it but got the same error message. Again Google search led
me to Tom's devices, said I had to press shift + F10 and do diskpart and turn this hard drive into gpt format, I did it, was successful in installing Windows, then the computer was turned off, connected to the power cable and connected to the remaining hard drives but it will not appear in my computer, I tried to check the disk management
window but I could not find anything there, then I tried to do the disk part, list The disc but my only hard drive and my USB back, I thought maybe I had to do a new installation so I started it. This was a semi-failure, in Windows installer one of my other 1TB hard drives appeared but not all of them, I did the disk part, converted it to GPT on
it, and then in the windows that appeared as an unused disk, I just installed the disk and it appeared, and it could be used, but I'm still struggling with my other hard drives. I have tried many solutions that I found on forums but I can not remember them now causing my head tired after several hours of trying to fix this, but what I did try ing
alone was connecting sata cables from drives that do not show me other drives that did not help, I just tried to have my not displaying the drives connected and start installing windows but can not find which I think it is strange, as I tried to touch them to feel if they are spinning and working, And they are, as i went to bios and changed it
from AHCI setup to blitz just to see that would help but she didn't. I would add that only 2 drives did not appear in BIOS from the beginning but the first time as mentioned I got drives that were supposed 4TB and 7TB each, I did a little search for this, said Windows 8.1 and Windows 10 has raid like a function where it will connect several
drives to make one huge drive, I just assume that what happened and by this The point of hope in the sign that the drives are working properly, the last thing I think about mentioning is that these engines were used in a small server in my place of work but it was to be thrown until I took them, I was told that they were set up in raid system
so maybe this is causing some problems but then again why they affect only 3 drives instead of 5? Anyway I just have to give up this and I hate to throw away my 3 other drives, especially my 2TB drive reason I would at least keep one if only 2 will work, I've tried looking around on Google, can't quite find a solution to this problem, I just
found forums and posts with solutions that worked for others but don't work for me and it's really frustrating after 7 hours. Page 5 How do you try to get into safe mode? F8 will not work in startup, for example. Can you get the desktop? If so, go to Settings/Update, Security/Recovery/Advanced Start- Click the Restart button now and follow
the steps below from troubleshooting. If you can get as far as the login screen, take a look at the bottom right, it should be 3 icons click the power button and before pressing anything else, press down the switch and click these advanced loads start choosing options choose advanced options choose start-hit restart button choose safe
mode (it doesn't matter) using the number associated with it. PC will restart and download safe mode do you attach new RAM &amp; HDD? Did you install it? A non-Paged area is a memory area that contains important data to run the system. This data is always required, so instead of swapping data back and forth between ram and page
file, the data is kept down in RAM in a non-page area. Data that should not be transferred from RAM to the page file is basically stored. What are the reasons for page file errors? This error occurs when Windows tries to access important data from memory that was supposed to be stored in a non-Paged area but cannot be found.
Because this area of memory is reserved for basic Windows, it is unlikely to be caused by a software code error, and more likely to do with hardware. While it is possible that software (such as an antivirus product) may be accessing a non-page area and in the process of removing or editing the data windows it was looking for, the most
likely culprit is ram error. It may also indicate a problem with a device with one level, level II caching, or damaged sectors on the hard disk.
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